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Context

This document outlines the CivicTheme design components assessments based on
compliance to the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.2.

CivicTheme is designed and built based on the (former) Australian Government Design
System (AGDS), that was initially created by the Digital Transformation Agency (DTA) for
use by Australian Government websites.

Used by government websites the AGDS was also adopted temporarily by the GovCMS
program which shipped the AGDS with GovCMS Drupal 7 projects.

The AGDS was officially decommissioned in September 2021, however provides a
substantial best practice foundational design system and a ‘common language’ for
government website design.

CivicTheme builds upon the AGDS ethos and uplifts components and processes while
making the design system open source as well. With updated technology and methods to
deliver the same rigorous approach to user centred design, accessibility, and design best
practices, components from the original AGDS have been rebuilt for government websites to
use again.

CivicTheme is a government-grade design system that has been reviewed for WCAG 2.2 AA
compliance. Although we know we can still make improvements, we've gone through a
rigorous process to build and test the components with an accessibility-first mindset.
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We used the following process:

● Tested using our Salsa accessibility starter kit
● Performed automated testing using ANDI, aXe and Accessibility Insights
● Performed manual testing using keyboard, mouse and VoiceOver

We're continually monitoring all of the components for accessibility. If you have any feedback
or questions on our accessibility process or if you've found any issues with CivicTheme
components that make it difficult for everyone to be able to access information, please
contact us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.

CivicTheme is an open source project maintained by Salsa Digital.
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Background
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The background is considered
decoration and can be ignored by
screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.11 Non-text
Contrast (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when the
line spacing is at least 1.5 times
the font size, letter spacing is at
least 0.12 times the font size, and
word spacing is at least 0.16 times
the font size.

4.1.1 Parsing (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Elements are implemented using
complete start and end tags,
nested according to their
specifications.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Button
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Buttons are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each button can
be determined from the button
text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Selecting a button does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where a button is used as part
of the navigation this is
consistent across the website.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Buttons are labelled consistently.

1.4.11 Non-text
Contrast (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus, hover,
select, check, visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when the
line spacing is at least 1.5 times
the font size, letter spacing is at
least 0.12 times the font size,
and word spacing is at least 0.16
times the font size.
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http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#visual-audio-contrast-contrast
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#visual-audio-contrast-contrast
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#visual-audio-contrast-scale
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https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#non-text-contrast
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#non-text-contrast
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Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

2.5.8 Target Size

(Minimum)

Fail Fail Fail The size of the target for pointer
inputs is at least 24 by 24 CSS
pixels.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Form
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Form elements are accessible
using a keyboard only.

2.1.2 No Keyboard Trap
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass There are no keyboard traps
when navigating using a
keyboard.

2.4.3 Focus Order
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass Focusable form fields receive
focus in an order that preserves
meaning and operability.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.1 On Focus (Level
A)

Pass Pass Pass When a form field receives
focus, it does not initiate a
change of context.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) Pass Pass Pass Selecting a form field does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.3.2 Labels or
Instructions (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Detailed labels or instructions
are provided when a form field
requires user input.

3.3.3 Error Suggestion
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass If an error is detected then a
suggestion(s) are provided to the
user to correct.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all form elements the name
and role can be
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Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

programmatically determined.

1.3.5 Identify Input
Purpose (Level AA)

N/A Pass Pass Each input field has a label and an
associated id

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when the
line spacing is at least 1.5 times
the font size, letter spacing is at
least 0.12 times the font size,
and word spacing is at least 0.16
times the font size.

2.5.3 Label in Name
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass For form fields that contain
labels the name contains the text
that is presented visually.

4.1.3 Status Messages
(Level AA)

N/A Pass Pass All status messages can be
programmatically determined
through role or properties such
that they can be presented to the
user by assistive technologies
without receiving focus.

2.5.8 Target Size

(Minimum)

Fail Fail Fail The size of the target for pointer
inputs is at least 24 by 24 CSS
pixels.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#identify-input-purpose
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#identify-input-purpose
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#text-spacing
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#text-spacing
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#label-in-name
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#label-in-name
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#status-messages
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#status-messages
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG22/#target-size-minimum
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG22/#target-size-minimum
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Description List
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Text elements are accessible
using a keyboard only.

2.4.3 Focus Order (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Focusable text fields and
buttons receive focus in an
order that preserves meaning
and operability.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#content-structure-separation-programmatic
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#content-structure-separation-programmatic
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#visual-audio-contrast-scale
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https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#text-spacing
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#text-spacing
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Filter Chip Button
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Filter chip buttons are accessible
using a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) Pass Pass Pass Selecting a filter chip does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where filter chip buttons are
used as part of the navigation
this is consistent across the
website.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Filter chip buttons are labelled
consistently.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
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http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#visual-audio-contrast-contrast
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#visual-audio-contrast-contrast
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#visual-audio-contrast-scale
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#visual-audio-contrast-scale
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#keyboard-operation-keyboard-operable
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http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#navigation-mechanisms-focus-visible
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http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#consistent-behavior-unpredictable-change
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#consistent-behavior-consistent-locations
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#consistent-behavior-consistent-locations
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#consistent-behavior-consistent-functionality
http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#consistent-behavior-consistent-functionality
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#non-text-contrast
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#non-text-contrast
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#text-spacing
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Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

size.

2.5.8 Target Size

(Minimum) (Level AA)

Fail Fail Fail The size of the target for pointer
inputs is at least 24 by 24 CSS
pixels.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Filter Chip
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Filter chips are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each filter chip
can be determined from the text
alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) Pass Pass Pass Selecting a filter chip does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where filter chips are used as
part of the navigation this is
consistent across the website.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Filter chips are labelled
consistently.

1.4.11 Non-text
Contrast (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when the
line spacing is at least 1.5 times
the font size, letter spacing is at
least 0.12 times the font size,
and word spacing is at least
0.16 times the font size.
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Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

2.5.8 Target Size

(Minimum) (Level AA)

Fail Fail Fail The size of the target for pointer
inputs is at least 24 by 24 CSS
pixels.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Heading
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Table of contents titles are listed
as a heading (<h2).

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Headings are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each heading
can be determined from the text
alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when
navigating using a keyboard.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Selecting a heading does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where headings are used as
part of the navigation this is
consistent across the website.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings are labelled
consistently.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
should have a colour contrast of
3:1.
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http://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20/#content-structure-separation-programmatic
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Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Icon
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Icons are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each icon can
be determined from the text
alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) Pass Pass Pass Selecting an icon does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where icons are used as part of
the navigation this is consistent
across the website.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Icons are labelled consistently.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
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Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Image
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
should have a colour contrast of
3:1.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Link
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Colour
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Colour is not used as the only
visual means of conveying
information or indicating an
action.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Fail Fail Links that open in a new
tab/window should alert the
user.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Icons are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when
navigating using a keyboard

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) Pass Pass Pass Selecting a link does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where links are used as part of
the navigation this is consistent
across the website.
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Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Links are labelled consistently.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Table
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Tables are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.1.2 No Keyboard Trap
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass There are no keyboard traps
when navigating using a
keyboard.

2.4.3 Focus Order (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Focusable form fields receive
focus in an order that preserves
meaning and operability.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when
navigating using a keyboard

3.2.1 On Focus (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Focusable cells receive focus in
an order that preserves
meaning and operability.

3.3.2 Labels or
Instructions (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Detailed labels or instructions
are provided when a table field
requires user input.

3.3.3 Error Suggestion
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass If an error is detected then a
suggestion(s) are provided to
the user to correct.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all form elements the name
and role can be
programmatically determined.

2.5.3 Label in Name
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass For table fields that contain
labels the name contains the
text that is presented visually.
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Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

4.1.3 Status Messages
(Level AA)

N/A Pass Pass All status messages can be
programmatically determined
through role or properties such
that they can be presented to
the user by assistive
technologies without receiving
focus.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Tag
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Tables are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when
navigating using a keyboard

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Selecting a button does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where tags are used as part of
the navigation this is consistent
across the website.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Tags are labelled consistently.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
should have a colour contrast of
3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.
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Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Attachment
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Attachments are accessible
using a keyboard only.

2.4.3 Focus Order (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Focusable form fields receive
focus in an order that preserves
meaning and operability.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each
attachment can be determined
from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.1 On Focus (Level A) N/A Pass Pass When an attachment receives
focus, it does not initiate a
change of context.

3.3.2 Labels or
Instructions (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Detailed labels or instructions
are provided when a field
requires user input.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all attachment elements the
name and role can be
programmatically determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
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the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

2.5.3 Label in Name
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass For fields that contain labels the
name contains the text that is
presented visually.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Basic Content
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.2.1 Audio-only and
Video-only (Prerecorded)
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass Captions are provided for all
prerecorded audio content.

1.2.2 Captions
(Prerecorded) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass Captions are provided for all
prerecorded audio content.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.1.2 No Keyboard Trap
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass There are no keyboard traps
when navigating using a
keyboard.

2.4.3 Focus Order (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Focusable fields receive focus
in an order that preserves
meaning and operability.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when
navigating using a keyboard.

3.2.1 On Focus (Level A) N/A Pass Pass When basic content receives
focus, it does not initiate a
change of context.

3.3.2 Labels or
Instructions (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Detailed labels or instructions
are provided when a field
requires user input.

3.3.3 Error Suggestion
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass If an error is detected then a
suggestion(s) are provided to
the user to correct.
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4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

2.5.3 Label in Name
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass For fields that contain labels the
name contains the text that is
presented visually.

4.1.3 Status Messages
(Level AA)

N/A Pass Pass All status messages can be
programmatically determined
through role or properties such
that they can be presented to
the user by assistive
technologies without receiving
focus.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

3.2.6 Consistent Help

(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Help mechanisms retain the
same order relative to other
page content.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Filter
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The filter is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all filter elements the name
and role can be
programmatically determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

2.4.11 Focus Not

Obscured (Minimum)

Pass Pass Pass When a user interface
component receives keyboard
focus, the component is not
entirely hidden due to
author-created content.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Directional Link
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Event Card
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Navigation Card
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Promo Card
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Publication Card
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Service Card
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Subject Card
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Icon Link
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Colour
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Colour is not used as the only
visual means of conveying
information or indicating an
action.

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when
navigating using a keyboard.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Links are labelled consistently.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.
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1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Link List
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Colour
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Colour is not used as the only
visual means of conveying
information or indicating an
action.

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.3 Focus Order (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Focusable fields receive focus
in an order that preserves
meaning and operability.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can
be determined from the text
alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when
navigating using a keyboard.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Links are labelled consistently.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
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hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

2.5.8 Target Size

(Minimum) (Level AA)

Fail Fail Fail The size of the target for pointer
inputs is at least 24 by 24 CSS
pixels.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Logo
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Colour
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Colour is not used as the only
visual means of conveying
information or indicating an
action.

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.3 Focus Order (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Focusable fields receive focus
in an order that preserves
meaning and operability.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Links are labelled consistently.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
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the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Next Steps
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Pagination
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Progress Indicator
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Promo
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Search
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.1.2 No Keyboard Trap
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass There are no keyboard traps
when navigating using a
keyboard.

2.4.3 Focus Order (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Focusable fields receive focus
in an order that preserves
meaning and operability.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.1 On Focus (Level A) N/A Pass Pass When search receives focus, it
does not initiate a change of
context.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Selecting search does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.3.2 Labels or
Instructions (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Detailed labels or instructions
are provided when a field
requires user input.

3.3.3 Error Suggestion
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass If an error is detected then a
suggestion(s) are provided to
the user to correct.
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4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.3.5 Identify Input
Purpose (Level AA)

N/A Pass Pass Each input field has a label and
an associated id

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

2.5.3 Label in Name
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass For fields that contain labels the
name contains the text that is
presented visually.

4.1.3 Status Messages
(Level AA)

N/A Pass Pass All status messages can be
programmatically determined
through role or properties such
that they can be presented to
the user by assistive
technologies without receiving
focus.

2.4.11 Focus Not

Obscured (Minimum)

Pass Pass Pass When a user interface
component receives keyboard
focus, the component is not
entirely hidden due to
author-created content.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Skip Link
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.1.2 No Keyboard Trap
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass There are no keyboard traps
when navigating using a
keyboard.

2.4.1 Bypass Blocks
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass A skip link is available to bypass
blocks of content that are
repeated on multiple Web
pages.

2.4.3 Focus Order (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Focus Order is correct when
navigating using a keyboard.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.1 On Focus (Level A) N/A Pass Pass When a skip link receives focus,
it does not initiate a change of
context.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Selecting a skip link does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.3.2 Labels or
Instructions (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Detailed labels or instructions
are provided when a field
requires user input.
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3.3.3 Error Suggestion
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass If an error is detected then a
suggestion(s) are provided to
the user to correct.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.3.5 Identify Input
Purpose (Level AA)

N/A Pass Pass Each input field has a label and
an associated id

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

2.5.3 Label in Name
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass For fields that contain labels the
name contains the text that is
presented visually.

2.5.8 Target Size

(Minimum) (Level AA)

Fail Fail Fail The size of the target for pointer
inputs is at least 24 by 24 CSS
pixels.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Tooltip
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Video
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.2.1 Audio-only and
Video-only (Prerecorded)
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass Captions are provided for all
prerecorded audio content.

1.2.2 Captions
(Prerecorded) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass Captions are provided for all
prerecorded audio content.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Accordion
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Alert
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Colour
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Colour is not used as the only
visual means of conveying
information or indicating an
action.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Selecting an alert does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.
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3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where alerts are used as part of
the navigation this is consistent
across the website.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Alerts are labelled consistently.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Banner
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when
navigating using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Breadcrumb
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Color (Level
A)

Pass Pass Pass

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when
navigating using a keyboard.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Selecting a breadcrumb does
not change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where breadcrumbs are used
as part of the navigation this is
consistent across the website.
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3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Breadcrumbs are labelled
consistently.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact us at
civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Callout
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.1.1 Non-text Content
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The image is considered
decoration and can be ignored
by screen readers.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Card Container
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.1.2 No Keyboard Trap
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass There are no keyboard traps
when navigating using a
keyboard.

2.4.1 Bypass Blocks
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass A skip link is available to bypass
blocks of content that are
repeated on multiple Web
pages.

2.4.3 Focus Order (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Focusable fields receive focus
in an order that preserves
meaning and operability.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Selecting a card container does
not change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.3.2 Labels or
Instructions (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Detailed labels or instructions
are provided when a field
requires user input.

3.3.3 Error Suggestion
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass If an error is detected then a
suggestion(s) are provided to
the user to correct.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.
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1.3.5 Identify Input
Purpose (Level AA)

N/A Pass Pass Each input field has a label and
an associated id

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

2.5.3 Label in Name
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass For fields that contain labels the
name contains the text that is
presented visually.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Content
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when
navigating using a keyboard.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Footer
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Colour
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Colour is not used as the only
visual means of conveying
information or indicating an
action.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Selecting the footer does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.
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3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where the footer is used as part
of the navigation this is
consistent across the website.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass The footer is labelled
consistently.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Header
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Colour
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Colour is not used as the only
visual means of conveying
information or indicating an
action.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.3 Focus Order (Level
A)

N/A Pass Pass Visually hidden elements
receive focus in the main
navigation on both desktop and
mobile.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Selecting a header does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where headers are used as
part of the navigation this is
consistent across the website.
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3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headers are labelled
consistently.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Message
Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both
manual and automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Colour
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Colour is not used as the only
visual means of conveying
information or indicating an
action.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Messages are labelled
consistently.
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4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact us at
civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Navigation
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Colour
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Colour is not used as the only
visual means of conveying
information or indicating an
action.

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where navigation is used this is
consistent across the website.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass The navigation is labelled
consistently.

4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
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expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Slider
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Colour
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Colour is not used as the only
visual means of conveying
information or indicating an
action.

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using a
keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Selecting a slider does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where sliders are used as part
of the navigation this is
consistent across the website.

3.2.4 Consistent
Identification (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Sliders are labelled consistently.
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4.1.2 Name, Role, Value
(Level A)

N/A Pass Pass For all elements the name and
role can be programmatically
determined.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.
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Social Links
The following guidelines were included as part of testing and have passed both manual and
automated accessibility tests:

Standard Figma Storybook Drupal Comment

1.4.1 Use of Colour
(Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Colour is not used as the only
visual means of conveying
information or indicating an
action.

1.4.3 Contrast
(Minimum) (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Contrast meets the minimum
4.5:1.

1.3.1 Info and
Relationships (Level A)

Pass Pass Pass Information, structure, and
relationships conveyed through
presentation can be
programmatically determined or
are available in text.

1.4.4 Resize text (Level
AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is still visible and readable
when resized to at least 200%.

2.1.1 Keyboard (Level A) N/A Pass Pass Elements are accessible using
a keyboard only.

2.4.4 Link Purpose (In
Context) (Level A)

N/A Pass Pass The purpose of each link can be
determined from the text alone.

2.4.6 Headings and
Labels (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Headings and labels describe
topic or purpose.

2.4.7 Focus Visible
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Focus is visible when navigating
using a keyboard.

3.2.2 On Input (Level A) N/A N/A Pass Selecting a social link does not
change the context of the
content without notifying the
user.

3.2.3 Consistent
Navigation (Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Where social links are used as
part of the navigation this is
consistent across the website.

1.4.11 Non-text Contrast
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass All user interface elements, as
well as their states (focus,
hover, select, check,
visited/unvisited,
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expand/collapse and outline)
have a colour contrast of 3:1.

1.4.12 Text Spacing
(Level AA)

Pass Pass Pass Text is visible/readable when
the line spacing is at least 1.5
times the font size, letter
spacing is at least 0.12 times
the font size, and word spacing
is at least 0.16 times the font
size.

2.5.8 Target Size

(Minimum) (Level AA)

Fail Fail Fail The size of the target for pointer
inputs is at least 24 by 24 CSS
pixels.

Not all standards apply to each component, where the standard is not listed it is not
applicable. If you have identified an accessibility issue with this component, please contact
us at civictheme@salsadigital.com.au.

[END]
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